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Abstract—Current power grids suffer periodic disturbances
that may trigger cascades of component failures, which, in
turn, can result in blackouts of different scales. Understanding
cascading failures and the ability to predict the risk of blackouts
are therefore of great value in designing control and outage
management systems for future smart grids. In this paper, a
novel probabilistic approach is proposed to model the dynamics
of cascading failures in power grids. The model characterizes the
probability of reaching a blackout of an arbitrary size in any time
interval starting from an initial grid state. The model exploits
two power grid parameters: the maximum capacity of the set of
failed lines and the grid loading ratio. Simulations have shown
that these parameters largely affect the cascading failures. In
addition, the number of failed lines and the maximum capacity
of the failed lines are utilized to reduce the space of all possible
grid configurations into a much smaller set of equivalence classes,
thereby making the model scalable to large power grids. The
results of the analytical model are in agreement with Monte
Carlo simulations performed with the IEEE 118-bus system.
Index Terms—power grid, smart grid, cascading failures,
blackout, regeneration, blackout probability

I. INTRODUCTION
Reliability is among the most desirable attributes of future
smart grids. Quantitative and predictive knowledge of the
effects of various disturbances on power grids are required
to design future smart grids with robust control and outage
management systems. The control system of a reliable power
grid requires (1) a good understanding of the current state of
the grid and (2) good prediction and estimation capabilities
of the risk of blackout in order to take necessary corrective
actions to respond to a disturbance. The current infrastructure
of power grids suffers periodic disturbances that may trigger
a sequence of dependent component failures, which is termed
cascading failure. Cascading failure is the usual mechanism
for large blackouts of electric power transmission systems [1].
To this end, researchers have exerted considerable efforts in
deriving models for cascading failures in power grids, with the
ultimate goal of designing cascading-failure–aware control and
outage management systems. However, detailed models of cascading failure blackouts are generally intractable since power
grids are among the largest and most complex artificial systems ever developed [2]. Moreover, blackouts are particularly
complex phenomena as they are attributable to a large number
of interacting factors [3]–[5]. Specifically, both external (snow
storms, hurricanes, lightning strikes, and attacks) and internal
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(voltage instability, inadequate reactive power sources, human
errors and failures in the control/communication systems)
factors can affect cascading failures in power grids. These
factors can cause failures of power system components such
as transmission lines and generators, which, in turn, may lead
to the isolation of parts of the transmission system. Each
power component failure results in a power flow redistribution.
New failures may occur at certain components as they become
overloaded due to power flow redistribution [1], [6].
The complex nature of the problem has inspired many researchers to rely only on simplified abstract models to facilitate
the understanding of cascading failures in power grids. While
probabilistic approaches are well accepted in the literature [1],
[2], [7]–[9], they often lack a strong connection to the physical
characteristics of power grids. A challenge common to the
abstract models is whether they can capture the key physical
parameters of the grid while they keep the complexity to a
minimum. On the other hand, scalability is the main challenge
in the more realistic detailed models for cascading failures.
This paper is an attempt to address both of these challenges
by introducing a detailed probabilistic model for the dynamics
of cascading failures in power grids, which exploits some of
the key physical characteristics of power grids. This model is
based on the concept of stochastic regeneration (generalization
of renewals) [10], [11] and it characterizes the probability
of reaching an arbitrary size blackout in any time interval
following an initial “state” of the power grid.
We consider transmission line outages in our model since
they are one of the simplest and most observable signs of
cascading failures. However, the model can be extended easily
to include any power grid component failure. Similar to the
works in [7], [12], [13], we use the number of line outages
to represent blackout size. Moreover, we have learned through
detailed power grid simulations that in addition to ratio of
the total load over the maximum generation capacity of the
power grid [6], there are certain physical parameters whose
role is particularly critical in cascading failures. These include
the power transmission capacity of the failed lines and the
maximum capacity of the set of failed lines, which effect, to
a large degree, the dynamics of power flow redistribution and
cascading failure blackouts in power grids.
With the number of failed lines and the maximum capacity
of the failed lines identified as key characterizable factors
governing cascading failures, they can collectively be used as
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a criterion to partition the configuration space of power grids
according to disjoint equivalence classes. This is a meaningful
and powerful way to simplify (partition) the complex actual
configuration space. We emphasize that the simplified configuration space, or state space, maintains only the key attributes of
the configurations that are most relevant to cascading failures.
Hence, scalable analytical modeling becomes possible for
realistic large-scale power grids.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II we present a brief survey of the existing works in
modeling cascading failures in power grids. In Section III we
introduce the key features of power grids used in the model.
The main theoretical concepts of the model are described in
Section IV-A and the regeneration-based model for cascading
failures is presented in Section IV-B. In Section IV-C, we estimate the model parameters using power system simulations.
In Section V blackout probabilities are calculated using the
regeneration-based model in conjunction with the estimated
model parameters. Finally, our conclusions are presented in
Section VI.
II. PRIOR WORK
There has been a great volume of work in understanding
and modeling cascading failure blackouts using deterministic
and probabilistic dynamical models. Among the probabilistic
models, the loading-dependent CASCADE model [1] and
the branching-process–based model developed in [7]–[9] have
gained more attention due to simplicity and consistency with
the statistics of blackouts that have occurred in the last
decades. The CASCADE model [1] is an analytically tractable
probabilistic model, in which the authors assume a system of
identical components with random initial loads. They assume
that when a component fails, its load will be redistributed
equally to all the other components in the system. A component failure occurs when its load exceeds a threshold. This
mechanism captures a loading-dependent cascading failure in a
system. However, this model does not consider the topological
or electrical characteristics of power grids such as power
flow redistribution following an outage and heterogeneous
component capacity values.
The branching-process–based model presented in [7]–[9]
provides an analytic formulation of the probability distribution
of the total number of component failures. In this model, the
failures occur randomly in a series of stages. The parameter set
of the model includes the average number of initial failures
and an average tendency for the failures to propagate. This
model has the limitation that it does not have sufficient degrees
of freedom to capture the physical factors contributing in
cascading failures of the power grids. The tendency for the
failures to propagate is the only (fixed) parameter used in
the model and it can be estimated and tuned to the power
grid data. As such, this parameter may not be sufficient to
represent dynamic attributes of cascading failures since it does
not consider changes in the state of the grid.
Examples of the deterministic approaches are [14], [15].
The work presented in [14] offers a model for cascading
failures in complex networks. This work is motivated in part

by the propagation of failures and congestion in computer
networks. The presented model for communication networks
differs from power grid models in that it considers flows of
fully controlled discrete packets of information, rather than
flow of electricity in the power grid. Another example of the
deterministic model is a hybrid nonlinear system model using
Lyapunov methods that is proposed by DeMarco in [15] to
determine cascading failures due to dynamic transients in the
system. In this work a detailed RLC circuit model is used as
an example to illustrate the concept of cascading failures in the
context of RLC circuits. The deterministic approaches cannot
capture the effects of stochastic events that affect cascading
failures and they are not usually scalable to large systems.
More comprehensive reviews on the models for cascading
failures are available in the literature, see for example [16].
III. NOTION OF POWER GRID STATE-SPACE
BASED ON PARAMETERS THAT AFFECT
CASCADING FAILURES
We refer to the health condition of the power grid, namely
the status of every transmission line in the grid (operational
or non-operational), as the grid configuration. We use the
notation G for the space of all the grid configurations. Now
consider a power grid consisting of N buses (generators or
substations) connected via L transmission lines. Note that
line failures cause the power flow to be redistributed in the
other lines of the power grid. The complexity of keeping
track of grid configurations in conjunction with the power flow
dynamics for modeling cascading
failures is 0.5L × 2L . This
L
is because for each of the m configurations with m working
lines, we associate m loads that
the
 L  them. Hence,
Lflow through
= 0.5L × 2L . This
complexity is calculated as m=1 m m
number is prohibitively large for power grids with thousands
of transmission lines and can be even larger if the model needs
to keep track of other parameters to achieve more accuracy.
In this section, we motivate the use of certain power grid
parameters identified through simulations, which play a critical
role in the dynamics of load redistribution and cascading
failures and help in reducing the complexity.
We use MATPOWER [17], a package of Matlab M-files, for
conducting our power system simulations and solving optimal
power flow problems throughout this paper. In our simulations,
overloaded lines fail with probabilities corresponding to the
amount of their overload. Note that the failed lines may result
in the disconnection of some load and generation substations.
Hence, the loads and the total power generated in the system
may become imbalanced. In such scenarios load shedding is
performed to balance the loads and generating power in the
grid.
Based on our simulation results, both the maximum capacity
of the failed lines and the grid-loading ratio, RD/G , (which
is defined as the ratio of the total demand over the total
generation capacity of the grid) affect, to a large degree,
cascading failures in power grids. Other system parameters,
such as the shortage of reactive power sources, are known to be
major factors in the evolution of cascading failures. However,
transmission and generation capacity are the leading causes in
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the early steps of cascading failures. We begin by showing the
MATPOWER simulator results that clarify the importance of
the role of the maximum capacity of the failed lines and the
grid-loading ratio in cascading failures.
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Fig. 1.

Our simulation results over the IEEE 118-bus system are
presented in Fig. 1. We assume that the set of capacity values
of the transmission lines includes 18 different line capacity
values based on length of the lines and their base voltage
(we assume the range of 12 MW to the maximum line
capacity of 850 MW [18]). We have simulated 10,000 random
disturbances with three initial transmission line failures over
the IEEE 118-bus system. The results suggest that maximum
capacity of the failed lines is important in the severity of cascading failures. It is clear from the figure that the average size
of the resulted blackouts increases with the maximum capacity
of failed lines. Therefore, we propose using the maximum
capacity of the failed lines in the model as an aggregated
quantity in place of the entire collection of the capacity values
of the failed lines in order to reduce complexity. Figure 1
also shows the effect of the grid-loading ratio on the average
blackout size: when the system works close to its maximum
generation capacity, the effect of any disturbance is intensified.
Now we explain the notion of power grid state space to be
used in our model. We consider a finite set of line capacity
values, C = {C1 , C2 , ..., Ck }, based on the transmission line
attributes [18]. The use of number of failed lines and the maximum capacity of the failed lines as a descriptor of the “state”
of the grid will enable us to partition the collection of all power
grid configurations into a collection, S, of equivalence classes.
We will label each class, S ∈ S, of grid configurations as a
grid state, denoted by (Cmax , F ), where Cmax and F are the
maximum capacity of the failed lines and the number of the
failed lines in the grid, respectively. Note that the notion of
partitioning the configuration space coarsely into “grid states”
(or classes of configurations) implies that if two configurations
have the same number of failed lines and the same maximum
capacity of the failed lines then they belong to the same grid
state. Hence they will be indistinguishable, in a coarse sense,

Grid configuration, grid state and the transition between the
grid states.

Fig. 2.

as far as cascading failures are concerned. This partitioning of
the entire collection of grid configurations therefore reduces
the complexity of tracking the dynamics of the power grid to
kL. This is because instead of power flow dynamics in the
lines for each configuration, we only consider the maximum
capacity of the failed lines with k (the cardinality of set
C) possible values and the number of the failed lines with
L different values for each state. Therefore, this approach
reduces the complexity from exponential to linear order in
terms of the number of lines in the grid.
The concept of grid states and grid configurations is
sketched in Fig. 2. Each large circle represents a grid state
and the topological graphs with working and failed lines inside
the circles representing different grid configurations with the
same number of failures and the same maximum capacity of
the failed lines. The notion of the grid states will be used in
the analytical model for the probabilities of cascading failure
blackouts which is discussed next.
IV. A PROBABILISTIC MODEL FOR DYNAMICS OF
CASCADING FAILURES
Cascading failures in power grids may start with few initial
failures. Natural disasters (earthquakes, snow storms, fires,
etc.) as well as malicious attacks on the power grid are
examples of events that can cause multiple simultaneous transmission line failures. To model cascading failures, we assume
that the initial grid state contains at least one transmission line
failure, otherwise there will be no cascading failure. In this
model, we also assume that the initial state of the grid (the
initial value of the pair (Cmax , F )) is known. For instance,
consider the case where the control system of the power grid
(which is using the probabilistic model for estimating the risks
of blackouts) obtains the number of initial failures and the
maximum capacity of the initial failed lines as well as the
grid-loading ratio through monitoring agents.
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A. PRELIMINARIES
When a single line failure occurs after an initial grid
state S = (Cmax , F ), the grid state changes in one of the
following ways. First, if the capacity of the newly failed line,
Cf , is larger than Cmax , then the new grid state becomes


, F + 1) where Cmax
= Cf . Second, if Cf
S  = (Cmax
is smaller than or equal to Cmax , then the new grid state


becomes S  = (Cmax
, F + 1) where Cmax
= Cmax . Hence,
we can categorize the events that transpire after a line failure,
starting from state S = (Cmax , F ), into two types. Note that
any transition between the grid states is a probabilistic event
because of the possible stochastic factors affecting cascading
failures and also the fact that we do not know the exact grid
configuration in the grid state. These events cause a single
line outage thus the number of line failures, F , in the new
grid state is incremented by one. We next characterize the
transition probabilities and rates. Let Ui and W represent
the time of the transition of state S = (Cmax , F ) to state
S  = (Cf , F + 1) for the case Cf > Cmax and to state
S  = (Cmax , F + 1) for the case Cf ≤ Cmax , respectively.
The subscripts of the first random variable is for i ∈ I, where

I = {i|Cf = Ci , Ci ∈ C and Ci > Cmax }. We assume
throughout this paper that the random variables Ui and W are
mutually independent and follow an exponential distribution
with parameters (inverse of the mean) λUi (S, RD/G ) and
λW (S, RD/G ), respectively. These parameters depend on the
grid state and the grid-loading ratio, RD/G . In this paper, we
make the simplifying assumption that the load at a load bus
is constant over the time interval that the cascading failures
occur since the length of this interval is short. We assume
that cascading failures develop over few hours and the interval
between successive individual failures is shorter than that.
Depending on the actual configuration of the system, a
grid configuration may behave differently (in a detailed sense)
in the cascading failure. We call a power grid configuration
cascade-stable if no line failures occur starting from that
configuration. Since each class in the collection S potentially
contains multiple actual configurations, some of these possible
configurations may be cascade-stable. Therefore, we define
the cascade-stability probability for each state S ∈ S as
Pstab (S, RD/G ), which depends on the state of the system, S,
and the grid-loading ratio, RD/G . In words, cascade-stability
probability specifies the probability that once the grid is in
state S and grid-loading ratio is RD/G , then it will remain
stable in the same state S. To keep the model simple, we do not
consider the effects of control actions in the cascading failures.
The corrective and remedial control actions may affect the load
over the grid, the cascade-stability probability, and transitions
from the current grid state to the other states. However, the
effects of certain control actions such as load shedding can be
studied easily by changing the grid-loading ratio parameter in
the model. Considering the effects of control actions can be
an extension of this work.
B. REGENERATIVE EQUATIONS
The idea of regeneration is that the occurrence of an event
(in our case the first line failure in a grid state) regenerates,

or stochastically replicates, the same problem albeit with new
initial conditions. The problem with the new initial condition
is a completely independent problem and does not have any
memory of the previous states other than the information
embedded in the new grid state. The key point is to define a
certain special random variable, called the regeneration time,

τ , defined as τ = mini {Ui , W }, which represents the time
to the first failure, or equivalently, the time of transition to
a new state. From basic probability, 
τ is also an exponential
random variable with rate λ(S) =
i∈I λUi (S) + λW (S).
To reiterate, the key feature of the event at time τ is that
its occurrence will regenerate the problem at τ , which has
the same statistical properties and dynamics as the original
problem but with different initial configurations, viz., different
number of failures with possibly different maximum capacity
of the failed lines.
R

(t, M ) to represent the probWe use the notation B(CD/G
max ,F )
ability of reaching blackout size M or larger (a blackout with
M or more line failures) in a time interval t and initial grid
state S = (Cmax , F ) and initial grid-loading ratio, RD/G .
R
(t, M ) = 1. This is
Note that when F ≥ M then B(CD/G
max ,F )
because the state has at least M failures and the probability
of reaching a blackout state of size M or larger is one. Now,
we consider the case F < M and derive integral equations
describing the probability. By exploiting the properties of
conditional expectations we can write,
R

(t, M ) = (1 − Pstab (S, RD/G ))×
B(CD/G
max ,F )
 t
R
B(CD/G
(t, M |τ = s)fτ (s)ds,
max ,F )

(1)

0

where fτ (s) is the probability density function (pdf) of τ .
R

Note that B(CD/G
(t, M |τ = s) is the probability of reaching
max ,F )
a blackout with at least M failures in the time interval t
conditioning on τ being equal to s (first event occurs at s).
We write this probability as
R

(t, M |τ = s) =
B(CD/G
max ,F )
R

(t, M |τ = s, τ = W )
P{τ = W |τ = s}B(CD/G
max ,F )

RD/G
+
P{τ = Ui |τ = s}B(Cmax ,F ) (t, M |τ = s, τ = Ui ).
i∈I

(2)
The conditional probabilities in (2) for the event {τ = Ui }
can be written as follows:
R

R

(T, M |τ = s, τ = Ui ) = B(CD/G
(t − s, M ).
B(CD/G
´
max ,F )
max ,F +1)
(3)
Note that the conditional probability for the event {τ = W }
is similar to the one for event {τ = Ui } except that Cmax of
the new state is the same as the initial grid state. By following
the steps presented in the appendix we can state theorem 1.
Theorem 1 The probability of reaching a blackout of size
M or larger in a time interval t and from an initial state
S = (Cmax , F ), where F < M , and initial grid-loading ratio,
RD/G , is characterized by the following differential equation:
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R

dB(CD/G
(t, M )
max ,F )

R

= −λ(S, RD/G )B(CD/G
(t, M )
max ,F )
dt


R
+ 1 − Pstab (S, RD/G ) λW (S, RD/G )B(CD/G
(t, M )
max ,F +1)


RD/G
+ λUi (S, RD/G )B(C ´ ,F +1) (t, M ) .
max

i∈I

(4)
Because the probability of reaching blackout for a grid state
S is expressed based on the probability of reaching a blackout
starting form another grid state S  , we have a set of coupled
differential equations which must be solved simultaneously.
The set of initial conditions for the differential equations is
presented in (5). Note that when F ≥ M , the probability of
having a blackout of size M or larger is trivially equal to
unity; therefore, the following initial conditions are imposed:
R

(t, M ) = 1, if F ≥ M.
(5)
B(CD/G
min ,Cmax ,F )
Next we estimate model parameters to characterize the
probability of blackouts for grid states.

Fig. 3, the grid states with very low or very large number of
failures have higher probability of being cascade-stable. The
IEEE 118-bus system has a total of 186 transmission lines and
the IEEE 300-bus system has 411 transmission lines. Note that
the cascade-stability probability has the same behavior in both
grids as a function of number of failures. This observation can
be explained by two points: (1) small-size blackouts are more
probable than the large-size ones, and (2) not all the scenarios
with small number of failures may trigger cascading failures
and result in large blackouts. The probability of having the
whole grid failure is also small. This can be because of the
small functional power islands which are formed due to the
line failures. Therefore, when a large fraction of the power
grid fails, we can conclude that a “large” blackout has already
occurred and the end of the cascading failure is imminent.
Hence, we specify the cascade-stability probabilities of states
as a function of their number of failures, QPstab (F ), using a
bowl-shaped function that approximates the data in Fig. 3.
0.8

C. ESTIMATING MODEL PARAMETERS
The parameters to be estimated are the cascade-stability
probabilities of the states, Pstab (S, RD/G ), and the transition
rates, λ, between pairs of states. Our Monte Carlo simulations
are performed using MATPOWER over the IEEE 118-bus
and the IEEE 300-bus systems. We have simulated more than
20,000 cascading failures scenarios over each of the two test
systems. In each of the scenarios we have few (less than
5) random line outages as the initial triggering event of the
cascading failure. In our simulations, we keep track of the
number of failures and the maximum capacity of the failed
lines in each step of the cascading failure event and save the
step as a state, S = (Cmax , F ), in our data set. We also save
a binary variable termed end-of-cascade to mark the states
in which cascade of failures stopped. The generated data set
of the states enables us to estimate empirical probabilities of
events and finally estimate the parameters of the model based
on the simulations.
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Cascade-stability probability as a function of number of
failures in the state.

First, consider the cascade-stability probability parameter
in the model. Based on the simulation results presented in
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The results shown in Fig. 4 reveal the effect of maximum
capacity of the failed lines on the cascade-stability probabilities of the grid states. As the maximum capacity of the failed
lines increases, so does the probability that cascading failures
continue. The function YPstab (Cmax ) represents the cascadestability probability as a function of maximum capacity of the
failed lines in the grid states. This function can be fitted to
the graph in Fig. 4. We have presented the effect of the gridloading ratio on the size of the cascading failure blackouts in
Section III. To consolidate the information on the number of
line failures, the maximum capacity of the failed lines, and the
grid-loading ratio we formed the probability, Pstab (S, RD/G ),
which is vertically shifted versions of QPstab (F ) for different
possible line capacity values. The amount of vertical shift
is determined by function YPstab (Cmax ) and RD/G . Once
the cascade-stability probability is determined, the probability
that cascading failure continues is simply Pcas (S, RD/G ) =
1 − Pstab (S, RD/G ).
Next, we estimate the transition rates between pairs of
states. To do so, we use our simulated data sets to first estimate
the transition probability to various states and then calculate

the transition rates from the estimated transition probabilities.
Conditioning on that the cascading failure continues from state
S, we need to estimate the transition probabilities from state
S to different possible states S  . Recall that in our model,
line outages have been categorized into two types of transition
events depending on the change in the Cmax of the new state.
The two types of events are change in Cmax event, EU , and
no change in Cmax event, EW . We first derive estimates of
the probability of the event EW , PEW , and the probability
of the event EU , PEU . Note that the transition probability

from state S to state S  with the Cmax
= Cmax is simply
Pcas (S, RD/G ) × PEW . However, the event EU can lead the
initial state to transit to different possible states. Conditioning
on the occurrence of the event EU , the possible events EUi |U
where i ∈ I may occur. With the probability of these events,
PEUi |U , the transition probability from state S to a state S 

(with Cmax
> Cmax ) is Pcas (S, RD/G ) × PEU × PEUi |U .
Probability of having a larger capcity line failure
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from the transition probabilities. We omit the details of these
calculations.
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Fig. 5. Probability of event EU as a function of maximum capacity
of the failed lines in the initial state.

Using the simulated data sets and the procedures outline
above, we have calculated the probability of occurrence of
event EU . In Fig. 5, we show the probability of the events
EU as a function of maximum capacity of the failed lines in
the states. The probability of the event, EW , is one minus the
probability of event EU , i.e., PEW = 1 − PEU .
Now assuming that the event EU has occurred, we present
in Fig. 6 the transition probability from state S to different

> Cmax . Based on the result
possible states S  with Cmax
presented in Fig. 6, we can deduce that the probability of

> Cmax
transiting from a state S to states S  with Cmax
´ and Cmax increases.
decreases as the difference of the Cmax
This is meaningful since when a line outage occurs, it is more
likely that it affects other lines with capacity values close to
its own capacity, rather than a line with much larger capacity
than its own. We model this behavior by the right half side of
a Gaussian function centered at the Cmax value for state S =
(Cmax , F ). The properties of the formed Gaussian functions
are different for the states with different Cmax values. In order
to approximate the pdfs in Fig. 6, we set larger variances and
lower heights for the Gaussian functions of the states with
smaller Cmax values than the states with larger Cmax values. In
other words, as Cmax increases the Gaussian variance reduces
and its height increases. The transition rates are calculated

In this section, we solve the set of coupled differential
equations presented in (4) with the initial conditions presented
in (5) for the IEEE 118-bus system.
The probabilities of blackouts with size M = 40 (21.5% of
the total grid size) or larger, as a function of time, are presented
for representative initial grid states and RD/G values in Fig. 7.
As can be seen in Fig. 7 and also stated in past blackout reports
[3], the cascading failures phenomena have two phases in time.
In the beginning, the cascade of events are slow. After passing
this initial phase, if no action is taken to protect the power grid
and prevent more failures, the cascading failure phenomena
reach a new phase in time where the cascade of failures occur
rapidly.
The results presented here are for scenarios with multiple
initial failures and for different maximum capacity of the failed
lines. In Fig. 7-a and Fig. 7-b we assume that the grid operates
at half of its maximum capacity, RD/G = 50%. In the other
two plots in Fig. 7, we assume that RD/G = 90% which means
that the grid is operating close to its maximum capacity. The
results presented in Fig. 7-a and Fig. 7-c are for an initial
grid state with five failures, and the results in Fig. 7-b and
Fig. 7-d are for initial grid states with ten failures. Notice that
in cases where the maximum capacity of the failed lines is
large (> 400M W ), the probabilities of the blackouts are larger
than those corresponding to other cases where the maximum
capacity is low. The same effect can be seen when the number
of initial failures is large. As expected, in cases where the
grid-loading ratio is large the probabilities of blackouts are
also large compared to those with smaller values of the gridloading ratio. Moreover, the probability increases much faster
in time than other initial grid states. These plots represent
evolution of the risk of blackout in time and how quickly the
risk increases with time if no action is taken as time passes.
The results are consistent with the physical concepts used in
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Fig. 7. Calculated values of the probability of reaching blackouts with size
M = 40 or more in the IEEE 118-bus system in the 20 minutes time interval.
Each curve in each subplot is parameterized by the maximum capacity of the
failed lines. (a) Initial state has 5 failures and RD/G = 50%, (b) initial
state has 10 failures and RD/G = 50%, (c) initial state has 5 failures and
RD/G = 90%, and (d) initial state has 10 initial failures and RD/G = 90%.

the model and also simulation results presented in Section III
and Section IV-C.
0

10
Probability of having a blackout of size M

probability of a blackout of size M within a time window of 30
R
R
(30, M ) − B(CD/G
(30, M + 1), which
minutes is B(CD/G
max ,F )
max ,F )
yields the probability mass function of the blackout size. The
results calculated from our model are shown in Fig. 8 (solid
and dashed lines) and they are in agreement with the results
obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations over the IEEE 118bus system. The presented results are for two grid-loading ratio
values, RD/G = 70% and RD/G = 90%.
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Understanding cascading failures and the ability to predict
the risk of blackouts are of great value in designing control
and outage management systems in future smart grids. In
this paper, we presented a probabilistic regeneration-based
model for the dynamics of cascading failures. This model is a
step toward using the physical factors of the power system
in improving the understanding of cascading failures. The
proposed model characterizes the probability of reaching a
blackout of an arbitrary size in any time interval starting from
an initial grid state. The parameters of the model are estimated
by means of Monte Carlo simulations.
We attempted to address the challenges in modeling cascading failures, namely the complexity of cascading failure
phenomena and the scalability of the model to large grids.
To do so, we identified and exploited a limited number of
physical factors from the power grid, which have critical roles
in cascading failures. To this end, we used the number of
transmission line failures as well as the maximum capacity
of the failed lines to dramatically reduce the space of all
possible grid configurations into a smaller set of equivalence
classes. Our approach is therefore scalable to large realistic
power grids that may have in excess of thousands of lines. Our
preliminary results suggest that the cascading failures models
can be further enhanced by considering more key factors
contributing to cascading failures. This approach enhances the
prediction of the risk of blackouts, which enable cascadingfailure–aware control and management policies for future
smart grids. Considering the effects of corrective and remedial
control actions in the cascading failures model can be an
extension of the presented work.

Model result, RD/G = 0.9
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10

Probability of having a blackout of size M , as a function of
M , for the IEEE 118-bus system. Solid and dashed lines represents
the results calculated from our model and the dots and crosses
represent estimates obtained using Monte Carlo simulations over the
IEEE 118-bus system.

Fig. 8.

We have also derived the probability of a blackout of size
M within a time window of 30 minutes, as a function of
M . To calculate these probabilities at each value of M , we
extract the calculated probabilities from the model with the
specific time interval, t = 30. In particular, the value of the

Derivation of Renewal Equations: Consider the equation
in (4). By exploiting the fact that the minimum of independent
exponential random variables is also an exponential random
RD/G )eλ(S,RD/G )t , where
variable, we obtain fτ (t) = λ(S,
λ(S, RD/G ) = λW (S, RD/G ) + i λUi (S, RD/G ). Further,
λW (S,RD/G )
P{τ = W |τ = s} = λ(S,R
, and P{τ = Ui |τ = s} =
D/G )
λUi (S,RD/G )
λ(S,RD/G ) .

Now, if we substitute the conditional probabilities presented in (3) together with the above probabilities in the
equality presented in (4), we determine the integro-difference

8

equation,
R
B(CD/G
(t, M )
max ,F )
 t

×

0




= 1 − Pstab (S, RD/G )
R

(t − s, M )
λW (S, RD/G )B(CD/G
max ,F +1)


R
−λ(S,RD/G )s
ds.
+ λUi (S, RD/G )B(CD/G
´ ,F +1) (t− s, M ) e
i∈I

max

(6)
By using the Leibnitz integral rule and change of variables,
it is easy to show that the derivative of (6) is (4).
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